Introduction

Quality of the training set → Test performance of classifiers Low Quality Training Set High Quality Training Set
This work attempts to quantify the quality of the training set 
Visual Structural Similarity
Pairwise Visual Structural Similarity measure (K
Feature selection via discriminative reasoning Measuring affinity of positives → negatives modelled implicitly via discriminative reasoning
Multi Scale Data Describing Measures
Local scale: measures similarity to nearest neighbors
Global scale: links multiple local steps to measure global similarity Construct a full graph with w ij = 1 − K (p i , p j ) and find the shortest path between all pairs D G (p i , p j ) and P G (p i , p j ): cost and length of the shortest path.
Predicting Test Performance
Traditional training+test procedure: describe the training set:
Assume a sigmoid shape forf :
Learn the parameters off R via regression 
Conclusions
The data describing measures quantify the quality of the training set Big Connected Data might rectify the effects of intra-class variation
